The National Cancer Institute's Breast Cancer Risk Assessment Tool (BCRAT) (http://www.cancer.gov/bcrisktool/) projects absolute invasive breast cancer risk and has been used for counseling women and designing breast cancer prevention trials. Although BCRAT includes separate risk-prediction models for white (1) and African American women (2), projections of absolute risk for Asian and Pacific Islander American (APA) women are based on data from white women only (1,3). Therefore, BCRAT includes a disclaimer for APA women. Inaccurate projections could result in misleading counseling of APA women and might mistakenly render some of them as eligible or ineligible for participation in breast cancer prevention trials. For these reasons, there is a need to develop a model for APA women that is based on sufficient ethnicity-specific data. The population-based Asian American Breast Cancer Study included APA women with invasive breast cancer and APA women as control subjects (4). Because this study gathered information on the factors included in the original Gail model (3), relative and attributable risks specific to APA women could be estimated from the 589 case patients with breast cancer and 952 control subjects; these women had complete covariate data. In the current study, we used data from the Asian American Breast Cancer Study and ethnicity-specific data from the National Cancer Institute's Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) program from 1998 through 2002 to estimate absolute invasive breast cancer risk for APA women and obtain 95% confidence intervals (CI) for the estimates. We call this new model the Asian American Breast Cancer Study model (AABCS model). We also compare these new risk projections with those from the current BCRAT and check the calibration of the new AABCS model with independent data from the Women's Health Initiative (WHI) (5).
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Background
The Breast Cancer Risk Assessment Tool (BCRAT) of the National Cancer Institute is widely used for estimating absolute risk of invasive breast cancer. However, the absolute risk estimates for Asian and Pacific Islander American (APA) women are based on data from white women. We developed a model for projecting absolute invasive breast cancer risk in APA women and compared its projections to those from BCRAT.
Methods and Data Sources

Overall Approach to Constructing a Risk Model and Data Sources
Estimates of relative and attributable risks for breast cancer risk factors were obtained from case-control data from the Asian American Breast Cancer Study (4) of women of Chinese, Japanese, and Filipino ancestries who were living in California and Hawaii during the accrual period, April 1, 1983 , through June 30, 1987. The women were not necessarily born in the United States. Estimated relative risks from this study were tested for heterogeneity across ethnicities and then assumed to be homogeneous to produce the same estimates for all ethnicities. An estimated attributable risk was obtained that represented Chinese, Japanese, and Filipino women in the SEER population. The resulting estimates of relative and attributable risks were combined with ethnicityspecific invasive breast cancer incidence rates and with national non-breast cancer mortality rates from SEER to produce separate estimates of absolute risk for American women categorized as Chinese, Japanese, Filipino, Hawaiian, Other Pacific Islander, and Other Asian.
CONT E X T A N D C A V E A T S
Prior knowledge
The National Cancer Institute Breast Cancer Risk Assessment Tool (BCRAT) uses data from white women to project absolute invasive breast cancer risk for Asian and Pacific Islander American (APA) women living in the United States. However, the projections may not always be accurate, which affects counseling and inclusion of these women in breast cancer prevention trials.
Study design
Data from the Asian American Breast Cancer Study and ethnicityspecific data from the National Cancer Institute's Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) Program were used to develop the Asian American Breast Cancer Study model (AABCS model) to estimate ethnicity-specific absolute risks for APA women. Independent data from the Women's Health Initiative were used to validate the model.
Contribution
For Chinese and Filipino women, projections of absolute risk were lower in the AABCS model compared with BCRAT, but not in Hawaiian women, and not in every age and ethnic subgroup. AABCS model tended to underestimate risk in the Women's Health Initiative cohort, but the breast cancer rates in this cohort were higher than the SEER rates, and the AABCS model was calibrated to SEER rates.
Implications
The AABCS model is recommended for counseling APA women and for designing and determining their eligibility for breast cancer prevention trials.
Limitations
Confidence intervals are wide for women with large risks, and some statistical analyses were underpowered. The AABCS model also should be validated in additional cohorts.
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one or more ethnicities, at least one of which was the group of interest. Because the first method results in an overestimate of the true incidence rate and the second method results in an underestimate, we calculated a simple average of the two incidence rates. Unreported calculations indicated that a simple average performs well over a range of (unknown) fractions of women who check multiple ethnicities on a census form but declare themselves to have a specific ethnicity when forced to choose. This procedure was used to calculate rates separately for Chinese, Japanese, Filipino, Other Asians (excluding the previous three groups), native Hawaiians, and Other Pacific Islanders (excluding native Hawaiians). For native Hawaiians, incidence rates in SEER were calculated using only multiple race/ethnicity denominators because a case patient with any native Hawaiian ancestry is classified as native Hawaiian in SEER (6) . The resulting age-and ethnicityspecific breast cancer incidence rates are shown in Supplementary  Table 1 (available online) .
To account for competing risks from non-breast cancer mortality, age-and ethnicity-specific non-breast cancer mortality rates were obtained through SEER from the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS; http://www.cdc.gov/nchs) for the period January 1, 1998, through December 31, 2002 (6), for Chinese, Japanese, Filipino, Other Asians (excluding the previous three groups), native Hawaiians, and Other Pacific Islanders (excluding native Hawaiians). The database represented seven states (California, Hawaii, Illinois, New Jersey, New York, Texas, and Washington) and nine APA groups (Chinese, Japanese, Filipino, Indian only, Korean, Vietnamese, Guamanian, Samoan, and native Hawaiian). These reporting areas covered 68% of the total US Asian and Pacific Islander population and represented 74% of Chinese, 77% of Japanese, and 79% of Filipinos in the United States (6) . Ethnicity for noninvasive breast cancer deaths were obtained from state vital records. Because vital records usually include only a single race or ethnicity designation, the NCHS data used only single race or ethnicity information to classify deaths. We calculated the census numbers at risk as previously described for calculating breast cancer incidence rates and used these denominators to calculate mortality rates as previously described for incidence rates (Supplementary Table 1 , available online).
Validation Data
To assess the calibration of the AABCS model, we used independent data on breast cancer incidence from 4031 postmenopausal APA women, aged 50-79 years, who entered the WHI study without a 
Statistical Methods
The basic approach is described in Gail et al. (3) . First, we developed a multivariable relative risk model from the Asian American Breast Cancer Study data applied to the risk factors in Gail et al. (3) . Then, we obtained baseline age-specific breast cancer incidence rates by multiplying age-and ethnicity-specific rates from SEER times one minus the common population attributable risk estimated from the Asian American Breast Cancer Study. Finally, we made absolute risk projections for an APA woman with specific risk factors by multiplying her multivariable relative risk times the baseline age-and ethnicity-specific breast cancer incidence rate and taking age-and ethnicity-specific competing risks into account. Further details follow. Age at diagnosis was used for case patients. A comparable age was assigned to control subjects as follows. The mean difference between the date of interview and the date of diagnosis was computed for case patients within strata defined by ethnicity, study location, year of birth in 5-year intervals, and age at interview category (above and below the median age of case patients at interview). This mean difference was subtracted from the age at interview of each control woman in that stratum to obtain a comparable age for each control subject.
Initially, ethnicity-specific odds ratios were obtained using logistic regression separately for Chinese, Japanese, and Filipino women in the Asian American Breast Cancer Study with the same independent variables as in Gail et al. (3) (see Table 1 ) but with age also included as a continuous variable and with dummy variables for location. Adding age squared or including a cubic spline in age had a negligible effect on the log-relative odds for the other risk factors. Because age was included in the model to control for confounding in the estimated effects of the other risk factors, we only present analyses with age as a continuous linear term. The log-relative odds model included main effects in four variables: age at birth of first live child (AGEFLB) coded as 0, 1, 2, or 3 for ages younger than 20, 20-24, 25-29 or nulliparous, or older than 29 years, respectively; number of affected first-degree female relatives (NUMREL) coded as 0 or 1 for zero or more than zero based on mothers', sisters', and daughters' histories of breast cancer, respectively, as of the date of interview; age at menarche (AGEMEN) coded as 0, 1, or 2 for age at menarche 14 years or older, 12-13 years, or younger than 12 years, respectively; and number of benign surgical and needle breast biopsies (NBIOPS), coded as 0, 1, or 2 for zero, one, or more than one biopsy examinations, respectively. To avoid counting the biopsy that led to the diagnosis of breast cancer in a case patient, we excluded biopsies occurring within 3 years of the date of interview, because breast cancer case patients could be ascertained and interviewed up to 3 years after diagnosis. In addition, we excluded any biopsies that occurred at the same age as the breast cancer diagnosis. Unlike previous models (3), there were no interactions between age and NBIOPS or between AGEFLB and NUMREL, and NUMREL was coded as 0 or 1 rather than as 0, 1, or 2 as in previous models.
Formal tests of heterogeneity of the log odds ratio parameters for the four risk factors among the Chinese, Japanese, and Filipino women were not statistically significant. We therefore computed common log odds parameters for the covariates in Table 1 by fitting a logistic regression that included 18 intercepts for the different combinations of ethnicity (3), location (3), and age (<50 and ≥50 years), as well as age as a continuous variable and the variables in Table 1 . The values of the log odds corresponding to variables in Table 1 and their estimated variance-covariance matrix are in Supplementary Table 2 (available online) .
To compute an attributable risk (AR), that is representative of the entire SEER population of Chinese (C), Japanese (J), and Filipino (F) women, we defined the weight for Chinese women as:
where D C is the number of Chinese breast cancer case patients in SEER for the years 2000-2005, d C is the total Chinese breast cancer case patients with complete covariate data in the Asian American Breast Cancer Study, and other terms are defined similarly for Japanese and Filipino groups. Weights for Japanese and Filipino women are also defined similarly. The factor F(t) = 1 2 AR(t) for the combined group of age t is given by a weighted version of the formula by Bruzzi et al. (11) as follows:
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where the sums of reciprocal estimated relative risks are over the case patients of age t with complete data in the various subgroups of the Asian American Breast Cancer Study. This formula was applied separately for case patients aged 49 years or younger and for case patients aged 50 years and older. The weights in equations 1 and 2 are proportional to the weights in the Appendix and yield the same results, because the proportionality factor cancels from ratios in the Appendix. Equation 2 also equals the SEER-weighted average of ethnicity-specific estimates of one minus attributable risk:
To compute absolute risks, we used the age-and ethnicity-specific invasive breast cancer incidence rates h*(t) from Supplementary 
t) = h*(t)F(t).
The hazard h 2 (t) of risks of age-and ethnicityspecific mortality from non-breast cancer causes was obtained from Supplementary For a combination of risk factors leading to a relative risk (RR) compared with a woman with all risk factors at their lowest risk level, we computed the variance of the estimate RR × F(t), and confidence intervals on it, from the influence function approach of Graubard and Fears (12) (see "Appendix"). Regarding h* and h 2 as known quantities, we estimated the variance of the estimated absolute risk by Taylor series expansion in RR × F(t). A logit transformation of the absolute risk was used to obtain symmetric 95% confidence intervals by adding and subtracting 1.96 times the estimated SE of the logit transform. Finally, the inverse logit transform was applied to these symmetric confidence limits to obtain 95% confidence intervals on the absolute risk. A computer program in SAS (13) is available to compute such confidence limits for any combination of initial and final ages and risk factors.
We prepared a graph that gives approximate confidence intervals by generating confidence limits for a wide range of absolute risks corresponding to various choices of risk factors and risk projection intervals for Chinese, Japanese, Filipino, Hawaiians, Other Pacific Islanders, and Other Asian women. We regressed the upper confidence limits calculated from the variance estimates (see "Appendix") on the absolute risk, ϕ(x), and on ϕ , and 70 years) subject to the constraint that the starting age plus the duration of the projection interval was at most 90 years. This yielded 105 possible age intervals over which projections were to be made. For each such age interval, we computed the absolute risk for each of the 72 possible risk factor combinations, resulting in 105 × 72 = 7560 pairs for each ethnic group. Thus, there were 6 × 7560 = 45 360 estimates of absolute risk and corresponding upper and lower confidence limits. The regressions explained 99.1% of the variation in upper confidence limits and 98.4% of the variation in lower confidence limits. Thus, each locus (see Figure 1 ) provided a good fit to the calculated confidence limits in these 45 360 scenarios. The coefficients a, b, and c in the regressions a + bϕ(x) + cϕ 2 (x) were (20.0053, 1.6270, and 20.4808) for the upper confidence limit and (0.0026, 0.6219, and 0.0038) for the lower confidence limit.
To assess the calibration of the AABCS model, we checked it in independent data from APA women in the WHI. We performed separate validation studies to test model calibration for Chinese, Japanese, Filipino, Other Asians (excluding the previous three groups), native Hawaiians, and Other Pacific Islanders (excluding native Hawaiians). For women in various categories, such as Japanese women aged 50259 years, we computed the probability of developing invasive breast cancer from the AABCS model based on her age at entry, risk factors, and the age that she would attain if she survived to the end of the original WHI follow-up on August 15, 2008 . The sum of all such probabilities over women in category i was the expected count, E i , which we compared with the corresponding observed number of women with incident invasive breast cancer, O i . In each category, we computed the ratio of such an observed count (O) to the expected count (E) of invasive breast cancers, O / E, and a 95% confidence interval with a lower limit of
and an upper limit of
O . In addition, P values for the goodnessof-fit test were calculated for mutually exclusive and exhaustive categories of the breast cancer risk factors such as age at entry, age at menarche, number of biopsies, age at first live birth, and number of affected first-degree relatives. The P values for the goodnessof-fit tests for these categories were obtained from the x 2 statistic S(O 2 E)
2 / E with degrees of freedom equal to the number of categories. For a single category, i, the value (O i 2 E i )
2 / E i was compared with a x 2 distribution with one degree of freedom, and the corresponding P value was two-sided. To summarize results over ethnic subgroups, we added the E and O values for a given exposure category, such as age group 50-59 years or number of biopsies, over the six ethnic subgroups.
The concordance statistic or area under the receiver-operating curve (AUC) is the probability that a randomly selected case patient would have a higher-projected, absolute invasive breast cancer risk than a randomly selected control subject (14) . To estimate how much the factors in the AABCS model contributed to discriminatory accuracy for women of a given age, we estimated age-specific concordance statistics in two age intervals (50-59 and ≥60 years) with data from WHI and computed the unweighted average of these age-specific concordance estimates. We used the nonparametric estimator in Wieand et al. (15) , which accounts for ties and provides estimates of SEs.
Results
Relative and Attributable Risks
Relative risks and 95% confidence intervals estimated from the logistic model for APA women in the Asian American Breast Cancer Study are shown in Table 1 , which also indicates the number of case patients and control subjects in various risk factor Table 1 can be obtained by multiplication of the separate relative risks for AGEMEN, for the combined age and NBIOPS category, and for the combined AGEFLB and NUMREL category. Adjustments for atypical hyperplasia are described in a footnote to Table 1 .
The relative risks (Table 1 ) and log-relative risks (Supplementary  Table 2 , available online) in the AABCS model are similar to those in BCRAT, which is also known as Gail model 2 (1), for AGEMEN and somewhat larger than in BCRAT for NBIOPS in women aged 50 years and older. The combined relative risks from AGEFLB and NUMREL were smaller in the AABCS model for some combinations and larger for others. For example, a woman younger than 20 years of age at first birth and with two affected first-degree relatives had larger relative risks in BCRAT, whereas a woman older than 29 years of age at first birth and with one affected first-degree relative had larger relative risks in the AABCS model. The conversion factors were F(t) = 0.4752 (95% CI = 0.3255 to 0.6249) for t younger than 50 years and F(t) = 0.5032 (95% CI = 0.3630 to 0.6434) for t being 50 years or older, which are lower than the corresponding values in BCRAT, 0.5788 and 0.5788, and reflect higher attributable risks in the AABCS model.
Individualized Absolute Risk Projections for APA Women
The absolute risks for various initial ages, follow-up durations, and initial relative risks for Chinese American women are shown in Table 2 . The absolute risks for Japanese, Filipino, native Hawaiians, Other Pacific Islanders (excluding native Hawaiians), and Other Asian women are shown in Supplementary Tables 3-7 (available  online) , respectively.
The use of Tables 1 and 2 to make risk projections is best illustrated by example. Suppose one wishes to project invasive breast cancer risk over 30 years for a 30-year-old nulliparous Chinese American woman (AGEFLB = 2) who began menstruating at age 14 (AGEMEN = 0), whose mother but not sister or daughter had breast cancer (NUMREL = 1), and who has had one breast biopsy (NBIOPS = 1). It is unknown whether atypical hyperplasia was present. We obtain the woman's relative risk by multiplying relative risks corresponding to the factors in Table 1 , namely 1.00 (for AGEMEN = 0) × 1.738 (for NB1OPS = 1) × 3.837 (for AGEFLB = 2 and NUMREL = 1) = 6.67. As in Gail et al. (3), we would recommend multiplying by 1.82 if it was known that any biopsy had atypical hyperplasia and by 0.93 if it was known that atypical hyperplasia was absent. The 30-year absolute risk would be 7.52% if the relative risk was 5.0 (Table 2 ). An approximation can be obtained by linear interpolation as follows: 7.52 + (14.47 2 7.52) (6.67 2 5.00)/(10 2 5) = 9.84%. This result is close to the exact calculation of 9.90%. The expression after the plus sign shown above [(14.47 2 7.52)(6.67 2 5.00)/(10 2 5)] adds 2.32% and corrects for the relative risk of 6.67 instead of 5.00.
Confidence Intervals on Risk Projections
An SAS (13) program provides confidence intervals that take into account random variation in estimates of relative and attributable risks from the Asian American Breast Cancer Study data (see "Appendix"). Approximate 95% confidence intervals can be obtained from Figure 1 , which shows loci for upper and lower confidence limits, each plotted against the absolute risk projection. The width of the confidence interval increased with increasing absolute risk. The 95% confidence interval computed by the SAS program for the 30-year projection in the previous example was 6.30%-15.22%. The regressions in Figure 1 yielded the approximate 95% confidence interval, 6.36%-15.27%, in good agreement. For most purposes, Figure 1 yields an adequately accurate confidence interval.
Comparisons with BCRAT
To compare risk projections from the AABCS model with those from BCRAT, we plotted 5-year absolute risks from the AABCS model (ordinate) against those from BCRAT for each of the 108 (= 3 × 3 × 12) possible relative risks in the BCRAT separately for Chinese women aged 35 years, 50 years, and 70 years, shown in Figure 2 , A-C, respectively. Analogous analyses for Japanese, Filipino, native Hawaiians, Other Pacific Islanders (excluding native Hawaiians), and Other Asian women are shown in Supplementary Figures 1-5 (available online), respectively. For Chinese women aged 35 years ( Figure 2, A) , estimates of absolute risk from BCRAT exceeded AABCS model estimates in 99 (92%) of 108 risk factor combinations, as indicated by points below the equiangular (45°) line in the figure. Because women aged 35 years usually have small 5-year risks, the differences in absolute risk estimated from the two models were small. For women aged 50 years, BCRAT estimates exceeded AABCS model estimates in 77 (71%) of 108 risk factor combinations (Figure 2, B) , and for women aged 70 years, BCRAT estimates exceeded the AABCS model estimates in 103 (95%) of 108 risk factor combinations (Figure 2, C) . Thus, BCRAT yielded higher estimates than the AABCS model for most risk patterns in Chinese women. The proportion of risk factor patterns in which BCRAT gave larger projections than the AABCS model depended on age and ethnicity (Table 3; Figure 2 ; and Supplementary Figures 1-5 , available online). For example, BCRAT produced higher projections than the AABCS model in only 48 (44%) of 108 risk factor combinations in 70-year-old Japanese women (Table 3 and Supplementary Figure 1 , available online). Thus, for some combinations of risk factors, ages, and ethnicities, the AABCS model projections exceeded those of BCRAT.
AABCS Model Validation With Data From the WHI
The calibration of the AABCS model was assessed using data from 4031 APA women who entered the WHI without a history of breast cancer (5) . The average time of follow-up of this cohort was 9.1 years (SD = 2.8 years). From the breast cancer risk factor profiles collected at entry, we used the AABCS model to estimate the number of invasive breast cancer case patients that would be expected to occur among the WHI APA cohort members. The results of this assessment are presented in Table 4 .
Overall, the AABCS model predicted 120.3 case patients, but 141 were observed (Table 4) . This yielded an observed to predicted ratio of O/E = 1.17 (95% CI = 0.99 to 1.38) and a nonstatistically significant test (P = .06) of the null hypothesis O/E = 1.0. The model statistically significantly underestimated the risk in women who had taken estrogen and progesterone (P = .005), in women with no family history of breast cancer in first-degree relatives (P = .004), in women in the lowest-predicted quintile of risk (P = .002), and in "Other Asian" women (P = .0009). There was an indication of underestimation of risk for Chinese and Filipino women, which was not statistically significant (P = .21 and .48, respectively). Thus, the AABCS model tended to underestimate the risk moderately in the WHI population.
Estimates of the age-specific concordance statistic from the WHI data were 0.636 (95% CI = 0.554 to 0.718) for women aged 50-59 years and 0.592 (95% CI = 0.529 to 0.655) for women aged 60 years and older. Thus, the average age-specific concordance was 0.614 (95% CI = 0.587 to 0.640).
To compare rates of breast cancer incidence in APA women in the WHI with those expected in the SEER population, we computed the standardized incidence ratio for WHI from the SEER rates in Supplementary Table 1 (available online) . Overall, we found a standardized incidence ratio of 1.18 (95% CI = 0.98 to 1.42) among women reporting a single ethnic identity and 1.17 (95% CI = 0.98 to 1.39) among women reporting one or more than one ethnic identities. This standardized incidence ratio range of 1.17-1.18 probably explains why an O/E ratio of 1.17 was found for the AABCS model, which was calibrated to these SEER rates.
Discussion
In this study, we constructed the AABCS model to project individualized, absolute invasive breast cancer risk for APA women. We did this by combining relative and attributable risks from the Asian American Breast Cancer Study case-control data with SEER data on ethnicity-and age-specific breast cancer incidence rates and with data from the National Center of Health Statistics on the ethnicity-and age-specific rates of mortality from nonbreast cancer causes. The data in Tables 1 and 2 and  Supplementary Tables 3-7 (available online) can be used to estimate such risks over various time intervals for APA women with specified ethnicity, risk factors, and age at counseling. Approximate confidence intervals can be obtained from Figure 1 . An SAS (13) program is available to estimate risks and provide 95% confidence intervals. This program can be downloaded from the web site for the Biostatistics Branch, Division of Cancer Epidemiology and Genetics, National Cancer Institute (http://dceg.cancer. gov/bb).
In preliminary analyses, we used the same breast cancer risk factors and coding as in the original model of Gail et al. (3) to estimate relative and attributable risks for APA women in the Asian American Breast Cancer Study, but the final AABCS model was more parsimonious. In particular, interactions between age at first live birth and number of affected first-degree relatives and between age and number of biopsies were omitted, and number of affected first-degree relatives was dichotomized (0 vs 1 or >1). This Table 4 * Expected breast cancer cases in a given category were obtained by summing the projected breast cancer risks for each subject in that category. Each such calculated risk is based on subject age at accrual into the WHI, risk factors, and potential age at the end of follow-up in the WHI. Observed breast cancer cases were the number of subjects in that category who had a breast cancer diagnosis during the follow-up period. -= the confidence interval was not computable with 0 observed events; CI = confidence interval; E = expected breast cancer cases; O = observed breast cancer cases. † A test for goodness-of-fit is obtained by summing (O 2 E) 2 / E over all the categories of a given variable or risk factor. The P value is the chance that a x 2 variable with degrees of freedom equal to the number of categories would equal or exceed the observed sum.
model fits the Asian American Breast Cancer Study data well and yielded absolute risk estimates with smaller variance than models with the original coding.
Except for changes anticipated from recoding NUMREL, the relative risk estimates for the AABCS model resemble those from BCRAT (Table 1) . This may explain why the average age-specific concordance statistic for the AABCS model, 0.614, was similar to that reported for the original Gail model, 0.596 (16) .
Our validation study with independent WHI data indicated that the AABCS model tended to underestimate risk in the WHI by about 17% overall, and more so in Chinese, Filipino, and Other Asian populations (Tables 4). However, the WHI breast cancer rates were about 18% higher than predicted from SEER rates, with a standardized incidence ratio of 1.18 (95% CI = 0.98 to 1.42) among women reporting a single ethnic identity. Perhaps, the WHI rates are higher than expected from SEER rates because participants in the WHI were self-selected to have higher than average risk or because screening for breast cancer was more intense in the WHI than in the general population. Because the AABCS model was calibrated to SEER rates and meant to apply to women in the general population, we do not regard underestimation of breast cancer incidence in the WHI overall as a reason to recalibrate the AABCS model. However, certain features of the validation study indicate a need for further efforts to assess the model and consider recalibration, including the fact that the AABCS model statistically significantly underestimates risk in the lowest quintile of predicted risk (Table 4) . Two-thirds of the women in the Asian American Breast Cancer Study were younger than 50 years (Table 1) , whereas the WHI cohort included postmenopausal women exclusively. Possible differences in the distributions of risk factors by age and differences in the effect sizes of risk factors in pre-and postmenopausal women may explain some of the differences between AABCS model predictions and observations in WHI.
As described previously (1), BCRAT uses data on white women from the Breast Cancer Detection Demonstration Project to estimate relative risks, data on risk factor distributions from a population-based study of white women to estimate attributable risk, SEER breast cancer incidence rates for white women, and national non-breast cancer mortality rates for white women. Although BCRAT uses race-specific data for African American women (2), and ethnicity-specific SEER rates for Hispanic women, BCRAT uses only data for white women in projecting rates for APA women and warns the user that estimates are "uncertain." In contrast, the AABCS model uses data from Chinese, Japanese, and Filipino women to estimate relative and attributable risks, and SEER rates specific for Chinese, Japanese, Filipino, native Hawaiian, Other Pacific Islanders, and Other Asian American women. Because the choice of SEER rates has an important impact on risk projections and rates in white women exceed those in most Asian American populations, it is not surprising that BCRAT projections tend to exceed AABCS projections in Chinese, Filipino, Other Pacific Islander, and Other Asian populations, but not in native Hawaiians and not in all subgroups defined by combinations of age and ethnicity (Table 3; Figure 2 ; and Supplementary Figures 1-5 , available online). In fact, native Hawaiians have higher SEER rates than white women in the United States, and this disparity cannot be accounted for by differences in the distributions of age at menarche, age at menopause, age at first birth, number of children, weight, use of hormone replacement therapy, or alcohol consumption (17) .
The AABCS model has only modest discriminatory accuracy, in line with that of other breast cancer risk-prediction models. There is a need to increase discriminatory accuracy by adding strong risk factors, such as the percent area mammographic density (16) . Apart from the need to develop and validate such a model for APA women, the use of such a model would require more expense and effort than obtaining the data on the risk factors in Table 1 .
One must be aware of additional limitations of the AABCS model. Confidence intervals are wider for women with large projected risk than for women with small projected risk (Figure 1) . For example, a 50-year-old Japanese American woman with two previous benign breast biopsies, whose first child was born at age 30, who had a sister with breast cancer, and who began menstruating at the age of 12 has a projected risk to age 90 years of 59.5% (95% CI = 37.8% to 78.0%). In addition to the large random error in such projections, which is reflected in the wide confidence limits, there is the possibility of bias from misspecification of the model. In particular, few case patients or control subjects had one of the 13 risk factor combinations that yielded the highest risk projections. Thus, there was little power to detect departures from the main effects risk model that we used; in any case, statistical tests for interactions among risk factors did not detect such departures. The age range of participants in the Asian American Breast Cancer Study was 20-55 years. Thus, projections of risk from the AABCS model rely on the assumption that estimated relative and attributable risks from this comparatively young population also apply to older women. The AABCS model, like BCRAT, should be used with caution or avoided for certain special populations. The AABCS model would usually underestimate risk in APA women with a history of invasive breast cancer, ductal carinoma in situ, or lobular carcinoma in situ, and in women known to be carrying breast cancer-causing mutations, such as mutations in the BRCA1 or BRCA2 genes. Likewise, APA women who received substantial doses of radiation to the breast at a young age, as from radiation treatment of Hodgkin lymphoma, are also likely to be at much higher risk than predicted by the AABCS model (18) . Based on the WHI validation data, one should be aware that the AABCS model may underestimate risk in APA women with 5-year-predicted risk less than 0.8% (Table 4) . Further validation efforts are needed to assess this issue. Finally, the AABCS model is designed for American women, and not, for example, for women in rural China, where rates are lower (19) .
Despite these limitations, the AABCS model, unlike BCRAT, is based on ethnicity-specific data for APA women and usually gives smaller estimates of invasive breast cancer risk for APA women than the currently available BCRAT. Although aware of the need for additional validation studies, we recommend the AABCS model for counseling APA women and for designing and determining eligibility for breast cancer prevention trials. E E π π − and transforming back to limits on p E . Before describing estimation of F, we first define weights needed for this calculation. We consider 36 strata that are defined by cross-classifications of casecontrol status Y (0 for control and 1 for case), age group T (1 for age <50 and 0 for age ≥ 50), ethnicity E (1 for Chinese, 2 for Japanese, and 3 for Filipino), and location L (1 for Hawaii, 2 for San Francisco, and 3 for Los Angeles). The weight for the j th subject in the stratum with case-control status y, age group t, ethnicity e, and location l is denoted by wytelj. For controls, we have w 0 telj = 1 without regard to their age, ethnicity, or location. We want the proportions of three ethnicity groups among cases to be the same as the respective proportions in cases in SEER for age groups 1 and 2 separately. Let P te be the number of Asian American women cases in SEER with ethnic group e and age group t; then and nytel is the number of subjects in this stratum. In particular, n 1 tel is the number of cases with complete risk factor data. The sum of case weights for age group t equals n 1 t. In our data, P 11 = 997, P 12 = 546, P 13 = 1187, n 111. = 105, n 112. = 137, and n 113. = 150 for women under age 50. Likewise, for women aged older than 50 years, P 21 = 1655, P 22 =2 344, P 23 = 2423, n 121. = 57, n 122. = 102, and n 123. = 38. We applied the influence function method given by Graubard and Fears (12) to estimate F. For women aged younger than 50 years, we have H 1 = S 1 /S 2 , where In the formula, X 11elj is the vector of covariates for the j th subject in the stratum with the location-and ethnicity-specific intercept set to 0. X * is the corresponding covariate (with intercept 0) for a women whose risk is to be projected. By setting X * = 0 in the expression for H 1 , we obtain 1 F , an estimate of the common (1 2 attributable risk). Because β is based on the data from all cases and controls, every subject makes a contribution to H 1 and to the analogous quantity for women aged older than 50 years, namely H 2 .
The influence of observation j in the stratum with case-control status y, age group t, ethnicity e, and location l on H 1 is 
